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MCD W5 SCT Conversion Set for RR5

  
  

The new W5 conversion kits are available. You can convert your RR5 and your on-road XS5 to W5. The
kits include FT Spec shocks and towers and many more Parts. Easy and Quick to convert your current
MCD car into a Short Course Racer.

Read more … MCD W5 SCT Conversion Set for RR5
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Covering Trim Tape for Models

  
  

From now new in our assortment is this extra light and tear-resistant covering trim tape. It is available in
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three colors and ideal for airplanes that are made from Depron, Styrofoam or similar. With a width of
50mm and length of 60 meter it is highly profitable. You don't need any spray glue or other kind of glue as
the tape is self-adhesive.

Read more … Covering Trim Tape for Models
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Futaba 4PX Transmitter Bag from Speedmind

  
  

Now also available for the Futaba 4PX Radio is the well know Transmitter bag from Speedmind. They do
not only sport superb looks but they are also at their best in protecting your valuable radio gear.
Speedmind’s new transmitter bags keep your TX free from debris, protect from bumps and just give you
that extra bit of safety during transport.

Read more … Futaba 4PX Transmitter Bag from Speedmind
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SKYRC Brushless Motor Toro Beast X524
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These Motors are especially designed for the 1/5 Brushless Large Scale Class. They meet all specs that are
required to generate a maximum performance. The 4-Pole Rotor with Neodymium sintered magnets are
giving a perfekt power offering during the whole RPM range.

Read more … SKYRC Brushless Motor Toro Beast X524
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